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MISSION 

Today the construction industry is one of the most important sectors of the economy in any country.  

The situation in the construction market in Europe is characterized by people’s readiness to invest in real estate 

construction, repair, reconstruction, etc.  

Advanced technologies in the construction of buildings and decoration can really improve the way of living. 

Investments in the construction industry will ensure you the increase of your capital. 

So we decided to start a project for developing the construction industry in Western Europe and we are starting 

from Switzerland. 

Why Switzerland? It is simple. Switzerland has a great geographical location, well-integrated economy, rare loyalty 

to investors and support for investment projects - all these points are making favorable conditions for business 

development. It is one of a few countries that has not been affected by the global financial crisis. This is a country 

with a high level of living and great opportunities. 

Investments in Switzerland are strongly supported at the tax and legislative levels - simple registration procedure 

and low tax rates. 

In this country the construction industry is traditionally the standard of advanced technology implementation, 

professionalism and reliability. 
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MISSION 

 

We are launching a great project to create a CustomCoin platform, based on blockchain technology, 

connecting all participants of the construction business which solves their financial troubles. 

In order to take a leading position in the market we did a marketing research and proved that our 

offer is fully consistent with the needs of customers. 

The CustomCoin team has a clear strategy for the development starting from technical training to 

the process of profit taking. 

We will closely monitor the market for new technology trends and integrate with new technologies to 

do maximum for user’s comfort. 

We are working on opening new horizons for small businesses in the construction industry. 
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Today construction services are in great demand thanks to the new technologies implementation and rapidly 

changing needs. In European countries the market of the construction services is represented mainly by large players 

and it needs small construction firms and individual entrepreneurs who often have financial problems for sustainable 

development.  

For big holding companies significant resources are required to do work, as a result, the final cost of even small work 

seems too high. At the same time smaller service providers are more flexible in pricing, but often unknown. In 

addition, the lack of finance resources at the start of work may lead to their bankruptcy or merger with large 

companies which in turn reduces the efficiency of small business development. The second reason for failing 

of small companies is a long waiting period for payment of completed work. Even a few months of waiting for a 

payment can lead to serious consequences. 

We offer a simple and cheap way to solve these problems - it is financing of small business with the help of easy-to-

use tools that will not only allow to develop the construction industry, but also to earn money without investing huge 

funds. To do this we are developing CustomCoin. 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

CustomCoin Platform is a platform that unites people who see 

the future in the development of the construction Industry and 

blockchain technology. We will help customers to find 

professionals without problems and we will offer their services 

for small construction companies and private professionals. 

CustomCoin will provide a platform to any supplier and 

customer regardless of the size of business. 

 

This is a new approach that will take a significant part in 

the construction market with the help of crypto 

development. We believe that our project is the first of a 

kind, but in process of time there will be many similar 

projects. 

 

 

 

ADVANTAGES OF CUSTOMCOIN PLATFORM: 

 Usability. Easy to use service available anytime, anywhere 

and in the user's language. 

 Transparency. Clear digital pricing rules that are easy to 

control and change. The payments are only for user’s 

operations without hidden fees. 

 Security. The immediate confirmation of transactions 

thanks to blockchain technology, clear identification of 

payments. 

 The accuracy of the account. The detailed payment history 

with supporting documents. 

 Quality of service. Technical support and assistance in 

resolving problems. 

 The project is based on PRIMA FASSADEN 

ISOLATION LTD,  registration number 10710821, 

registration office Victoria House, Suite 41,38 

Surrey Quays Road, London SE16 7DX, England 
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We believe that transparency and functionality of our product will benefit every 

member of the industry: 

 small construction companies and private specialists will be able to lend; 

 small construction companies and private professionals will be able to offer their services 

to more consumers; 

 customers will get confidence in contractor’s professionalism; 

 for investors who have decided to bet on our token, we guarantee steady growth as our 

platform is developing; 

 everyone will get a user-friendly interface and transparency of operations which can be 

controlled by any user. 

Thanks to blockchain technologies we have 

created new ways to connect investors and 

entrepreneurs in need of financing. And 

cryptocurrency has allowed to unite 

entrepreneurs and financial capacities from 

different countries .  

The token that our platform offers will 

solve many difficult problems and 

number one - financial ones.  

Financing of one entrepreneur by the other 

will be simplified to a simple transfer of 

tokens from an account to another one.  

The possibility to keep a token will bring 

good profits, because as the amount of 

users increase the cost of a token will 

increase. 



The CustomCoin platform is aimed at people who are ready to 

start their own business, but do not have significant investment 

resources. 

For a beginner entrepreneur the CustomCoin platform is 

an indispensable resource, the functionality of which will 

allow managing the entire cycle of negotiation with the 

customer: 

• Search of customers 

• Signing of contracts 

• Providing a loan to start work after signing a contract 

• Assistance in the purchase / rental of necessary tools 

and equipment 

• Monitoring compliance with the conditions of the 

contract. 

 

In addition, the Custom Coin platform is a labor exchange for 

firms and placement of the order to the investor. 
Custom Coin 

WHO IS THE PLATFORM FOR? 

From customers' point of view, the CustomCoin platform is a 

great tool for search, selection and payment of construction 

services. Customers will receive a maximum of information 

about services they need, the cost and timing of work. 

Using our platform implies complete transparency where each 

user can control his transaction to ensure that the price is 

calculated correctly and the payment has reached its 

recipient. 

For Small Business 

For Customers 



FUNCTIONS OF CUSTOMCOIN PLATFORM  

CUSTOMCOIN PLATFORM 
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KEY FEATURES OF CUSTOM COIN 
Search of an employee or an employer 

 
This is a regular announcement board linking small construction companies 

with a customer or an employee with an employer. 

The important condition is that all calculations will be implemented in tokens 

of the platform. The function of freezing a token for the term of the contract is 

provided *. 

Rental, sale of construction tools and 

equipment 

 

The main feature is that the guarantee of rent will be a token of the platform. 

The renter will leave a deposit of the required amount of tokens in the 

intermediary account*. Later the platform will cooperate with similar 

structures-rentals, providing equipment for fiat money. Our customers can 

deposit their tokens on our platform and rent tools and equipment from third-

party companies. 

Calculations in tokens of the platform 

 
It provides the possibility to get salaries in tokens of the platform as well as 

payments between firms and individual entrepreneurs with the possibility of 

withdrawing them into fiat money, respecting to the tax laws of the states in 

which they work. 

* For the greatest security assurances, we have provided a feature to freeze a token on the specified/ 

required period in the intermediary-account followed by the access to the owner of tokens. In addition, the 

resolution of disputes will be held through the administration of the platform. 
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Function of the intermediary between a 

contractor and a customer 

 

The platform will be able to give a loan for construction works. The guarantee 

for CustomCoin will be a deposit of 15 % as well as the existence of a contract 

between the parties. It will require a preliminary check of a debtor on good 

execution of previous orders. The loan must not exceed 50 000EUR. 

Loans granted 

 

The site will provide loans in fiat money for tokens of the platform at a certain 

percentage. The terms: transfer to Visa or Mastercard without verification up 

to 1 000EUR per month, with verification - depending on the debtor's income 

level. 

Cryptocurrency exchange 

 

On the platform there will be a possibility of exchanging a CustomCoin token 

for Ethereum and Bitcoin, later we will add other cryptocurrencies. 



Why Will the Token Grow? 

As we have already noted, all calculations on the site will be made in 

CustomCoin tokens. 

Customers will pay with tokens for placing ads and  after signing a 

contract for construction service the customer will be charged a fee - 

up to 200 euros in tokens for a successful transaction. 

Construction firms will take loans for building materials up to 150,000 

francs as a deposit for tokens in the amount of 15 % of the loan 

amount. The deposit will be earning of the platform. 

The acquisition and rental of equipment will also be made for the 

platform tokens. 

All this will lead to purchasing of tokens from the exchange. 

 

 

 

Tokens from the exchange will become the property of the 

platform, it means back to an issuer. For this reason the number 

of tokens on the exchange will decrease, which will lead to a 

gradual increase in the price of a token. 

We will not sell the returned tokens on the exchange until the price of 

a token increases in two times. The platform will do everything to 

increase the price of a token on the exchange - this is your and our 

benefit. 

So using the services of the platform, the client will have to buy tokens 

on the exchange (where they will be available after the ICO) and 

transfer them to his account on the platform. 

 

In that way after giving 10-12 large loans, the cost of a 

CustomCoin token will grow in two times. 

DISCLAIMER 

This Whitepaper is intended to inform potential investors about the CustomCoin project. This document is published for information purposes only and does not imply contractual obligations. 

Aforementioned financial calculations and statements are preliminary. The activities of the company are exposed to internal and external risk factors and uncertainties, which may cause actual 

circumstances and results to differ from the above calculations. 
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THE MAIN POINTS OF THE ICO 

TOTAL AMOUNT OF TOKENS - 100,000,000 COINS 

 

1 CC TOKEN=0.0004 ETH 

in the actual cost of Ethereum on cryptocurrency exchanges 

 

The purchase of tokens of the platform will be made exclusively for Ethereum. Custom Coin Token is 

based on the Ethereum blockchain, it means that investors will receive our tokens to the same wallet from 

which they will transfer their funds. 

 

89,000,000 TOKENS WILL BE SOLD AT PRE-SALE AND SALE 

 

At the first stage of Presale, tokens will be sold with a 15% discount of the basic value of a token. 
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CONDITIONS OF ICO 

  
Sale of a token will be carried out in two stages: Presale and Main Sale. 

At the first stage of Presale, tokens will be sold with a 15% discount of the basic value of a token. 

Contributions from 1.0 to 50.0 Ethereum. 

We will burn unsold tokens if there are any,. The platform will not have tokens and it will be possible 

to check in our open source smart contract. 

The income from Presale will be aimed at creating a platform and resolving legal issues. 

Main Sale will be held immediately after the start of work on the website of the platform. After that, the 

token will be on one of the stock exchanges in a short time . 

After the ICO, all tokens of the platform will become the property of investors. 

To participate in the initial sale, the investor will have to create an account and leave his application 

for the purchase of tokens there. 
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BUSINESS MODEL 

  
We will analyze economy of a token on this example of a startup. 

Supposing that a client, let's call his company ‘ABC’, came to our platform and 

found an ad for the construction works. The facade decoration with foam with 

subsequent application of plaster, lapping and painting. The area of the outer 

walls is 500 m2. 

In Switzerland this kind of work costs from 200 to 300 CHF per m2. 

Supposing that the company ‘ABC’ agreed with the customer to do this work for 

250 CHF per m2. 

Total amount of the order will be: 

250*500=125.000 CHF 

Considering what is included in this amount: 

30% is the cost of building materials, 

5 % - rental and installation of scaffold, 

15 % - employee’s salary, 

10% - taxes and other expenses, 

40% - profit. 

Total of the total amount of the company ‘ABC’ will receive 40% profit 

40% from 125.000 – 50.000 CHF. 

The deadline for the order is two months. After that, the company ‘ABC’ will 

receive its payment. 

The necessary start-up investment for the work: 

30% (materials) + 5%(scaffolding) + 15%(salary) = 50%. 

125.000*50%= 62.500 CHF-this is the loan amount. 

In order to receive a loan, ‘ABC’ will have to make a pledge of 15% of the required 

capital. 15% of 62.500 is 9.375 CHF. 

To grant the requested loan from the platform, ‘ABC’ will have to purchase 

CustomCoin tokens in the amount of 9.375 CHF at the current rate. The platform 

will keep the deposit as a payment for services and direct it to the growth of a  

token. 

The company ‘ABC’ will receive a loan in building materials directly to the 

construction site under customer’s control. The platform will transfer the salary to 

the employees of the company directly to their personal accounts. This will 

eliminate the possibility of participation of fraud in business through the platform. 

The platform will receive back the refund of the loan directly from the customer. 

This condition will be mentioned in the construction contract. 



DISTRIBUTION OF TOKENS 

SALE   59%

PRE-SALE  30%

Team  5%

Advisers  3%

Bounty  3%
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3% 2% 
6% 

8% 

3% 

23% 

6% 

34% 

15% 

CUSTOMCOIN EXPENSIES 

Expensies on software 3%

Expensies of listing on the stock and control of the
token  2 %

Administrative expensies 6%

Regestration expensies. Opening Actien
Gesellschaft in Switzerland  8 %

Expensies of legal services  3%

Taxes 22%

Founders 8%

The provision for loans 33 %

Covering risks for third party investors and users
15%
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